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Abstract
Voice conversion binds a transformation between two speakers such that the contents
uttered by a source speaker are transferred to a target speaking style and identity. Voice
conversion is challenging if we have unaligned data to train a mapping model, where source
samples do not have labeled conversions to targets. In this work, we present a voice conversion model that deals with unaligned data by leveraging the use of normalizing flows.
We show the potential effectiveness and simplicity of this technique, with which we build a
non-autoregressive generative model. Once we train it, we can manipulate the latent characteristics of a source speaker to become more like the target one. We thus show preliminary
effective conversion results between male and female speakers, using a simple technique to
manipulate embeddings in the normalizing flow manifold. This opens new possibilities for
speech generative models under the hood of normalizing flows.

Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) systems transform a source speaker recording into another speaker’s
voice by preserving the information contents (what is said). A typical VC approach is to learn
a conversion function bewteen acoustic frames yt = f (xt ) with aligned linguistic contents in
xt and yt . Hence, these systems are trained with acoustic pairs [(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xT , yT )].
Previous works used this approach to transform acoustic parameters like mel frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) and/or excitation parameters with linear and non-linear models. A recent
trend is to use neural networks of different kinds [1, 12, 14, 11, 9], owing to their success in many
supervised tasks where a highly non-linear mapping is required. The problem becomes even
more challenging when we face unaligned corpora, where even language between two speakers
may differ. There is active research on this problem to go beyond dataset restrictions, either
with frequency warping techniques [3] or non-linear neural network systems, such as variational
autoencoders [5, 15] or generative adversarial networks [7, 6].
A recent advance in the field of generative models comes with the so called normalizing
flows [13]. These allow us to build a composition of bijective funcitons f : k, to transform
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a density distribution x to another one, z, and vice-versa: x ←−
−→ h1 ←−
−→ h2 · · · ←−
−
→ z.
New powerful generative models have been built upon this mechanism in the image generation
domain, like the real non-volume preserving (RNVP) system [2] or its follow up work Glow [8].
In this work, we build a voice conversion system following the RNVP structure, thus making,
as far as we know, the first step towards using normalizing flows in speech-related tasks and,
more concretely, voice conversion. This system works unsupervisedly and without alignment
between speaker contents, where x will be our acoustic parameter vectors, and z their latent
factors that can enable our manipulation of abstract concepts of the source x like the identity.

Proposed RNVP Voice Conversion
Our initial system works with acoustic features for the sake of simplicity. Hence we make
use of the Ahocoder [4] to extract acoustic contents out of waveforms, thus obtaining a set of
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Figure 1: Real non-volume preserving voice conversion system, composed of K normalizing flow
steps, each containing a permutation module, a scale network and a shift network.
frames per waveform xSn ∈ R43 (40 MFCCs, 1 voiced-frequency, 1 log-F0, and 1 voiced/unvoiced
flag). These source speaker frames xSn are transformed into latent space features znS ∈ R43
with the reverse flow that we will call f , such that znS = f (xSn ). We will then be able to
operate a transformation in the latent space that converts znS into znT , the latent space features
of the target speaker, and convert the result back to the original acoustic space with a function
ynT = g(znT ) = f −1 (znT ), i.e. the forward flow. The proposed generative model is shown in figure ,
where we can see a composition of many flow steps. Each step contains the permutation block
as in [2] to ensure the transformation of all dimensions after all steps. Also, we have a pair of
networks in each step that predict the scale and shift, respectively, having half of their inputs
masked out. This pair of networks with their masking is called the affine coupling layer. The
process to build the flow and be able to make conversions follows the steps:
1. Train the RNVP-VC system with gradient descent. This is achieved projecting x frames
from any speaker to z with the reverse flow f , and computing the likelihood loss between
our z samples and a prior isotropic
unit norm Gaussian distribution. We minimize the
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negative log-likelihood L = N i=1 − log pθ (xi ), being θ the parameters of our model
and N the size of the training batches. This is an unsupervised learning task where we
learn abstractions about the acoustic data for all the speakers in the dataset, making an
independence assumption between acoustic frames.
2. Infer the z values of all training frames from our speakers and compute each speaker’s zmean
over his/her frames. We assume the resulting zmean contains a dominant activation pattern
of certain dimensions that expose identity traits, because content-related features should
not be dominant across all frames of each speaker. This suggests that after averaging all
frames of a certain speaker, identity should prevail.
3. To convert from speaker S to speaker T , we get the source utterance, infer the latent
T
S
vector znS of each frame xSn , apply the transformation znT = znS + α(zmean
− zmean
), and
T
forward the resulting representations z back to the acoustic space to obtain the converted
frames xT . The α parameter controls how far we go from source towards destination,.
These are then transformed into the waveform via vocoder decoding.

Initial Results
We train the system with two speakers from CMU Arctic datset [10]: awb (male) and slt
(female). We post some initial conversion results between these speakers online 1 , using a
model with K = 6 steps of flow and neural networks of three layers with sizes h1 = 256,
h2 = 256 and h2 = 43 with LeakyReLU activations.
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